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Diagonal tropical convergence zones
TRMM precipitation rate 
(November-April mean)

mm day-1



Origin of SPCZ convection
Forced by equatorward-propagating 
extratropical waves

14-30-day filtered OLR, 200-hPa streamfunction and vector wind anomalies 

associated with OLR anomaly in SPCZ box.

Kiladis GN, Weickmann KW, 1992: Circulation anomalies associated with tropical convection during 

northern winter.  Mon. Weath. Rev., 120, 1900-1923.



Rossby wave dynamics
Mean Nov-Apr 200-hPa zonal wind 
(basic state)



Rossby wave dynamics
Stationary wavenumber Ks

(refractive index)

Hoskins BJ, Ambrizzi T, 1993:  Rossby wave propagation on a realistic longitudinally varying flow.  

J. Atmos. Sci., 50, 1661-1671.

Thanks to Andrew Dawson
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Variability of SPCZ: Madden-Julian 
Oscillation (MJO)
Northern winter (DJF) precipitation rate

mm day-1



Open questions

Why is SPCZ diagonal and ITCZ zonal?

What determines the variability of the SPCZ?

MJO (intraseasonal)

ENSO (interannual)

Tropical-extratropical interaction interpreted in dry adiabatic 

(Rossby) wave framework.  What is the role of the diabatic heating in 

the waves?



Primary modes of SPCZ variability
OLR daily anomalies from annual cycle

EOF1 (12.0%): SPCZ shifted southwest

EOF2 (8.8%): enhanced SPCZ

PC1 (black)

PC2 (red)



Shifted SPCZ (mode 1) composites
Day 0:  OLR, 200-hPa vorticity,  
200-hPa vector wind anomalies

Shifted SPCZ is natural perturbation experiment: Insight?

Select days when PC1 time series is:

greater than a threshold of +1.0

a local maximum (compared to 5 days before and after)

n = 171 events.  Composite.  t-test for significance.

W m-2

vort200 interval = 2 x 10-6 s-1

OLR



Shifted SPCZ (mode 1) composites
Day 0: OLR, 200-hPa vorticity,  
200-hPa vector wind anomalies

Convection embedded in upper level poleward flow ahead of 

cyclonic (negative) vorticity anomaly

Linked to enhanced tropical convection over maritime continent

W m-2

vort200 interval = 2 x 10-6 s-1

OLR



Shifted SPCZ (mode 1) composites
OLR, vrt200, vector (u,v)200

Day -6

Day -3

Day 0

Wave 

propagates from 

jet

Maritime 

continent  and 

equatorial west 

Pacific convection 

persistent

SPCZ 

convection 

develops first over 

Coral Sea, then 

spreads 

southeastward



Shifted SPCZ (mode 1) composites
OLR, vrt200, vector (u,v)200

Day 0

Day 3

Day 6

SPCZ wave and 

convection stalls 

then rapidly 

decays

Maritime 

continent 

convection still 

persists, and 

propagates 

eastward

Multiple time 

scales



Multiple time scales
Analysis in three frequency bands

Synoptic transient waves (20-day high pass filter)

Intraseasonal, MJO (20-200-day band pass filter)

Interannual, ENSO (200-day low pass filter)



Transient wave
20-day high pass
OLR, vort200, (u,v)200

Day -4

Day -2

Day 0

Day 2

Diagonal SPCZ 

convection 

governed by high-

frequency 

transient synoptic 

waves



Role of diabatic heating (latent heat 
release) in transient wave
20-day high pass  div200, vort200, day 0

vort200 interval = 2 x 10-6 s-1

s-1div200

Latent heat release in SPCZ convection produces divergent 

outflow, and an anticyclonic vorticity source that destroys the wave

115102/ daysfDdtd



Model for diagonal orientation of SPCZ
Background basic state

Maritime continent equatorial convection/heating

Subtropical jet maximum to south

Westerly duct over equatorial central and eastern Pacific

Broad region of high SST over southwest Pacific



Model for diagonal orientation of SPCZ
Adiabatic Rossby wave propagation

Rossby wave propagates on subtropical jet

Reaches jet exit south of Australia

Refracted equatorward towards equatorial westerly duct

Elongates in northwest-southeast direction



Model for diagonal orientation of SPCZ
Convection triggered over SPCZ

Ahead of upper level cyclone in Rossby wave, flow is poleward and 

upward, static stability is reduced

On reaching high SSTs of southwest Pacific, convection triggered

Convection is in diagonal band because wave forcing is in diagonal 

band, and broad region of high SST allows convection along entire 

wave



Model for diagonal orientation of SPCZ
Diabatic heating in Rossby wave

Convection in wave leads to diabatic heating and upper level 

divergence

Anticyclonic vorticity tendency destroys wave

Without dynamical forcing, convection stops

Net result is a single diagonal band of convection

Mean SPCZ is from accumulation of many individual events



Occurrence of SPCZ events within MJO

MJO phase
(Wheeler Hendon index)

#  Mode 1 events

None 64

1 2

2 13

3 19

4 19

5 22

6 17

7 9

8 6

Preference for SPCZ mode 

1 to occur in MJO phases 3-6

Why?

OLR anomalies in MJO



MJO change to basic state
MJO phases 3-6 average anomalies

Retraction of mean easterlies / expansion of 

westerly duct

Response to MJO equatorial convection

Cyclonic circulation anomaly to east of 

Australia

Ascent: conducive to convection

Favours waves triggering convection over SPCZ

500 v200



Occurrence of shifted SPCZ events 
within ENSO

ENSO phase
(NINO3.4)

#  Mode 1 events

Neutral 126

El Niño 4

La Niña 41

Preference for SPCZ mode 1 to occur in La Niña

Why?

Note: most shifted SPCZ events occur in neutral ENSO conditions



Interannual (La Niña)

Multi time-scale SPCZ mechanism

Rainfall

Upper tropospheric

anticyclone

Intraseasonal (MJO)

Wave train

Synoptic wavetrain

La Niña and MJO change basic state in 

which waves propagate and convection 

develops



Conclusions (1/2)

Convection and precipitation over the South Pacific Convergence 

Zone is controlled by the equatorward incursion of Rossby waves 

propagating from the jet exit towards the westerly duct

Convection occurs in the ascent region ahead of cyclonic vortices 

in the wave train

SPCZ is diagonal because:

Cyclonic vortices are horizontally tilted NW-SE from adiabatic 

Rossby wave dispersion on climatological flow

They can induce convection all along their flank as the 

underlying SST is high over large latitudinal range 

Diabatic heating from the convection kills the wave train, and 

its convective forcing, hence convection does not develop further

Each Rossby wave delivers a pulse of diagonal convection

ITCZ is zonal because high SST region is zonal and narrow



Conclusions (2/2)

SPCZ is tied to equatorial heating over maritime continent, as 

equatorial heating sets basic state (jet structure, westerly duct)

Modulation by MJO:  Direct low-frequency Rossby wave response 

to MJO equatorial heating changes basic state on which transient 

Rossby waves propagate

Modulation by ENSO.  SST anomalies change the area over which 

transient Rossby waves can trigger convection

Future work:

Only partial mechanism so far.  What sets the mean underlying 

SST?  Feedback onto ocean from atmospheric SPCZ?

PhD student modelling these processes





November-April climatology
TRMM precipitation, mean sea level 
pressure, 1000-hPa vector wind

mm day-1

Northeasterly surface flow supplies moisture to SPCZ



November-April climatology
OLR, 200-hPa zonal wind

W m-2

Diagonal SPCZ convection in mean upper tropospheric westerlies



South Pacific islands

Total population directly affected by SPCZ only a few million

Total population indirectly affected by SPCZ is 6 billion?



Rossby wave dynamics
Barotropic model

Response to vorticity forcing at 45S, 30E on DJF mean 300 hPa flow in 

barotropic model

Hoskins BJ, Ambrizzi T, 1993:  Rossby wave propagation on a realistic longitudinally varying flow.  

J. Atmos. Sci., 50, 1661-1671.

DAY 4



Rossby wave dynamics
Barotropic model

Response to vorticity forcing at 45S, 30E on DJF mean 300 hPa flow in 

barotropic model

Hoskins BJ, Ambrizzi T, 1993:  Rossby wave propagation on a realistic longitudinally varying flow.  

J. Atmos. Sci., 50, 1661-1671.

DAY 15



Origin of SPCZ convection
Directly forced by tropical convection

Matthews AJ, Hoskins BJ, Slingo JM, Blackburn M, 1996: Development of convection along the SPCZ within a 

Madden-Julian Oscillation. Quart. J. Roy. Meteorol. Soc., 122, 669-688.

1. Transient convection 

over maritime continent

2. Upper tropospheric

anticyclone

3. Subtropical jet

4. Advection of high 

(negative) PV air 

equatorward

5. Ascent along sloping 

isentropes in poleward

flow

6. Convection along 

SPCZ



Origin of SPCZ convection
Other mechanisms

Convectively coupled equatorial Rossby waves (Kiladis, Wheeler)

Orographically (Andes) forced subsidence leads to dry zone (South 

Pacific subtropical high) to east of SPCZ (Takahashi and Battisti, 

2007)



Multiple time scale variability of SPCZ
Power spectrum of OLR in SPCZ box

200 d 20 d



Temporal coherence of SPCZ modes
Phase spectrum of PC1, PC2

PC1 leads PC2 by 45° (1/8 

cycle) in MJO band
No clear phase relationship 

in submonthly band



Shifted SPCZ (mode 1) composites
Day 0: TRMM precipitation

mm day-1

Precipitation anomalies are large, similar to mean precipitation 

magnitude



Vertical structure of transient wave
20-day high pass vorticity, v wind
Day 0 along curved section

Baroclinic structure: vorticity anomalies tilted westward with height

Depth (H) of circulation (v wind) induced by (potential) vorticity

anomaly obeys Prandtl-Burger-Rossby relation

In extratropics, circulation fills troposphere

In tropics, circulation confined to upper troposphere

N

fL
H

s-1 v interval = 0.5 m s-1vorticity



Propagation of transient wave
20-day high pass 200-hPa vorticity, 
OLR along curved section

Wave stalls on reaching tropics (170 °E on section)

Convection grows and decays in situ, does not propagate

Why?

s-1 OLR interval = 5 W m-2vorticity



Model for zonal orientation of ITCZ

Convection only induced over narrow, zonal high SST region, not 

along entire flank of cyclonic anomaly in Rossby wave

Diabatic heating in individual wave train is smaller, less impact on 

wave dynamics

Waves propagate right across equator

Why is SST distribution different in North and South Pacific?



Intraseasonal component of shifted 
SPCZ
20-200 day bandpass OLR, vort200, 
(u,v)200

Day 0

Day -8

Transient convection over SPCZ anchored to maritime continent 

convection on intraseasonal time scale

Role for Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO)?



Interannual component of shifted SPCZ
200-day lowpass OLR, (u,v)200

Day 0

W m-2

Interannual OLR and circulation anomalies indicate La Niña



Interannual component
200-day lowpass SST, 500

Day 0

°C

Positive SST anomalies and weak ascent will favour convection to 

southwest of mean SPCZ position

SST

500 interval = 3 x 10-3 Pa s-1



Mode 2
Unfiltered
OLR, vort200, v1000

W m-2

vort200 interval = 2 x 10-6 s-1

OLR

Day 0

SPCZ mode 2 similar to mode 1, but shifted eastward

Diagonal SPCZ convection in poleward flow ahead of cyclone

Suppressed maritime continent, enhanced tropical west Pacific 

convection



Mode 2
Unfiltered
OLR, vort200, v1000

Day -6

Day -4

Day -2

Day 0

Diagonal SPCZ 

convection 

governed by high-

frequency 

extratropical wave 

incursion

Anchored to 

low-frequency 

tropical convection 

anomalies



Mode 2
20-day highpass
OLR, vort200, v1000

Day -6

Day -4

Day -2

Day 0



Mode 2
20-200 day bandpass
OLR, vort200, v1000

Day -6

Day -4

Day -2

Day 0



Occurrence of SPCZ events within MJO

MJO phase
(Wheeler Hendon index)

#  Mode 1 events # Mode 2 events

None 64 62

1 2 14

2 13 7

3 19 12

4 19 12

5 22 19

6 17 28

7 9 33

8 6 11

Preference for SPCZ mode 2 to occur in MJO phases 5-7
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Multi time-scale variability of SPCZ 
modes
Power spectrum of PC time series

PC1

PC2


